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ON A CONSTRUCTION OF SEMIGROUPS 
M. KOLIBIAB, Bratislava 
(Received December 2, 1970) 
In [2] a construction of certain semigroups is given. This construction starts 
from semilattices and gives the class of "idempotent right quasi-Abelian semigroups". 
In the present paper we use an analogous construction which can be started from 
an arbitrary semigroup. The main result is that any semigroup whose congruence 
relations satisfy the ascending chain condition (ACC) can be derived from a left 
reductive semigroup by a finite number of the said constructions. Moreover the 
least congruence relation on a semigroup is given such that the corresponding quotient 
semigroup is left reductive. 
1. BASIC D E F I N I T I O N S AND LEMMAS 
A semigroup S is called left reductive [1] if whenever xa = xb for each xeS 
then a = b. The following lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 1. Let d be a relation in a semigroup S defined as follows. adbifxa = xb 
for each xe S. Then d is a congruence relation on 8. 
Given a congruence relation r\ on S and x e S, [x] rj will denote the block of rj 
containing x. 
Remark. The quotient semigroup S/d (0 is the congruence relation of Lemma 1) 
need not be left reductive as the following example shows. S = ({0, 2, 4, 8}, .), 
where . denotes multiplication mod 16. S!Q consists of the 0-blocks 0 = {0,8}, 
2= {2}, 4 = {4} . x ."0 = x .~4 holds for each x e S/e. 
Denote 0(S) the congruence relation 6 (on S) of Lemma 1. We define congruence 
relations dn (n = 1, 2, . . . ) on S by induction: B\ = 9(S), and if 0n is given, 
6n+i is the congruence relation on S, induced by the congruence relation 6(Sjdn). 
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Obviously 0\ ^ 0i+1 for all ie{l, 2, . . . } . The congruence relation V 0i will be 
i = « l 
denoted by 6*. The congruence relations 6n and 6* are characterized in Lemma 2 
and Theorem 1. 
Given a natural number n, let Sn = {aia2 . . . an | at e S). 
Lemma 2. a dnb iffxa = xbforattxe S
n. 
Proof. The assertion is true for n = 1. Suppose the assertion true for n— 1. 
Given xeS, denote x = [x] 6n~\. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
aOnb, ad (Sldn~i) 5, xa = xh for all x e S, xa 0n-\ xb for all x e S, txa = txb for all 
xeS and all te#»--, sa = sb for all seSn. 
Theorem 1. a 0* b iff n e N exists such that xa = xb for all x e Sn. S[d* is a left 
reductive semigroup and 0* is the least element in the set of all congruence relations rj 
on S such that $/w is left reductive. 
Proof. a 0* b iff a 6n b for some neN, whence the first assertion follows, xa = xh 
for all x e S/e* imply xa 6* xb for all x e S, hence txa = txb for all x e S and all 
teSk for some h e N, i.e. ya = yb for all y e $*+1, hence a 6* b, i.e. a == 5. Thus 
S/Q* is left reductive. Let rj be a congruence relation on S such that S/rj is left 
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reductive. Given x e S, let x = [%]*]- We prove dn ^ t] for all n e N by induction, 
a 0i 6 implies xa = #6 for all # e S, hence xa = xb for all 5 e $/n, hence a = 6, i. e. 
a tj6. Thus 0i ;g ^. Suppose 0#__i ^ ^ (^ > 1). If adnb then xa 0#_i #6 for all a; e $, 
hence xarjxb for all a; e $, hence arjb. I t follows 0» ^ rj. Hence 0* ^ ??. 
2. THE CONSTRUCTION 
Theorem 2. (a) Let Sbea semigroup and let with each xeS a set Tx^0be associat-
ed, and let Tx f\ Ty = 0 for all x ^ y. Let a mapping fl'.Tx-^»Tybe given for all 
couples x, ye S such that y = ux for some ue S. Suppose further fyof
v
x = f%. Given 
a, be \JTX = T, set aQb = f%
y(a), where ae Tx, be Ty. Then (T, o) is a semigroup 
and each set Tx is contained in a block of the congruence relation 6 of Lemma 1. If S is 
left reductive then the blocks of 0 are exactly the sets Tx (xe S). 
(b) Let 0 be the congruence relation of Lemma I on a semigroup T. Then ah = ac 
for all a e [x] 0 and all b,ce [y] 0. Hence f\%$°: a i-> ab (b e [y] 0) is a mapping on 
[x] 0 to [xy] 0 and for all c, d eT, cd = /[Jg* (c). 
Remark. The semigroup (T, o) in (a) will be said to be derived from the semigroupS 
by a 0-construction. Thus the assertion (b) says that any semigroup T can be derived 
from Tfe by a 0-construction. 
Proof, (a) The associativity of the operation o is obvious. If a, b belong to the 
same set Tx and ceTy then c0a = f
v
y
x (c) = cGb. Hence a 0 b. Let 8 be left reductive 
and let ae Tx, be Ty, x ->- y. Then zeS exists such that zx ^ zy. If ce Tz then 
eQa = fl
x(c) =7-= ff (c) = Cob, hence a Ob does not hold. 
(b) b,ce [y] 0 implies b 0 c, hence ab = ac for each aeT. The remaining asser-
ions are obvious. 
Theorem 3. Let S be a semigroup whose congruence relations satisfy the ACC. Then 
semigroups Si, Si, ..., Sn = S exist such that S0 is left reductive and each Si+i can 
be derived from Si by a Q-construction. 
Proof. From the ACC it follows that 0* = 0n for some ne N. Let Sn = S, 
Sn-i = S/e, Sn„2 = Sn^/e, . . . , S0 = Sild. Then #0 £ SI6n is left reductive by 
Theorem 1 and, by Theorem 2 (b), S# can be derived from $#_! by a 0-constiuction 
for each k = 1, . . . , n. 
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